
Successful sports professionals can earn a great deal more than people in other important professions. 
Some people think this is fully justified while others think it is unfair.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.91

    **************

Nowadays, the issue of the huge revenues of sports’ superstars is a contentious issue, supporters think 
they are entitled to this revenue income because of their skills; conversely, sceptics believe difference in 
the income among sport players and other significant groups of careers are is not fair. 

On the one hand, some groups think the high amounts of payments to superstars has negative effects. 
For one, other effective groups in the society such as teachers, medicine groups and doctors not only do 
not get as equal amounts but also they are paid too small in contrast to which what isare paid to 
athleticsathletes,  and this is an instance of miscarriage of justice. For another, they think professional 
sports activities are a kind of entertainments, not vital for the common, and if professional sports teams 
invest a portion of those amounts which are paid to players in the sport infrastructures of the society, it 
can be more useful for individual’s individuals’ health. 

On the other hand, playing as a professional, sportsmen have special abilities, separated separating 
them from other people, which ensues from their talents and exhausting vigorous training. For example, 
Leonel Mesi who is the a famous football player in the world has abilities, genius as well as skills in the 
playing. That is why football clubs are paying enormous salary salaries to him. Moreover, great honors 
for public were occasioned by sport victories in the international tournaments such as Olympic and 
world cup. This vanity pride is very important and valuable for society. For instance in my country every 
time we win a victory in the Olympics we celebrate it which in turn results in Iranian pride.   

To sum up, to my mind, though disproportionate amounts of money are paid to professional players, we 
cannot compare them with other groups and carriers  careers  because of their talents, skills as well as 
their awards in the international games. 


